ONLINE Resources for History of Health Care

RESEARCH

JSTOR  https://www.jstor.org/
(best reached through a university or library account)

Project Muse  https://muse.jhu.edu/
(best reached through a university or library account)

PubMed Central  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

Google Scholar  https://scholar.google.com/

Reading Early Medicine  https://reademed.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/

American Historical Newspapers  https://guides.library.cornell.edu/newspapers  (see links on R side)

EMROC  https://emroc.hypotheses.org/

Hathi Trust  https://www.hathitrust.org/

STYLE

Purdue Owl  https://owl.purdue.edu/
When writing always follow the instructions specific to the journal for which you are writing.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Many universities and libraries have online collections or have extensive exhibits available for the public. Your best way to discover these is through your local or university librarian. They range from online talks to displays of information about selected topics and can often be found through a good search engine. These are generally free. Here are some examples:

University of Chester, UK  https://www1.chester.ac.uk/health-and-social-care/historical-society/past-events

University of Virginia Center for Nursing Historical Inquiry  https://www.nursing.virginia.edu/nursing-history/

University of Pennsylvania Center for the Study of Nursing History  https://www.nursing.upenn.edu/nhhc/

Midwest Nursing History Research Center  https://nursing.uic.edu/nursing-research/centers-labs-interest-groups/midwest-nursing-history-research-center/

New York Public Library Digital Collections  https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/

Johns Hopkins History of Medicine  https://hopkinshistoryofmedicine.org/